Ryan Field Rebuild

Findings and Recommendations from a telephone Poll of Evanston, IL
Impact Research conducted a survey of N=500 registered voters in Evanston, IL using live professional telephone interviewers.

75% of all interviews were conducted via cell phone.

Interviews were conducted between January 13-17, 2023

The margin of error for a sample of this size is +/- 4.5 percentage points at the 95% level of confidence. The margin of error for subgroups varies and is higher.
Key Findings

• Most Evanstonians (71%) have heard about the redesign project, and **Evanston residents favor the project almost 2:1 (+27 points)**
  - A majority (56%) support the project while 29% oppose it.
  - Among stadium neighbors (within 1 mile of the stadium), support and favorability are equally high (56%) with similarly low levels of opposition (+24 points support)
• The majority of Evanston residents, including those within 1 mile of the stadium, **support 12 concerts per year, with 64% of Evanstonians supporting vs 32% opposed (+32 points)**
  - 74% of Evanston residents support 8 concerts per year while only 21% are opposed (+53 points)
• Highlighting MWBE benefits and the fact that the project will cost nothing to taxpayers (while the University will pay $5M in taxes) are persuasive arguments to boost support, which shifts from an initial 56% to 63% after hearing arguments for the redesign project.
Support is high across the board regardless of geography.

Stadium neighbors show similar levels of support for the project as others.

As you may know, Northwestern University has proposed a plan to replace the existing Ryan Field with a new stadium with significantly less seating and that is environmentally sustainable and accessible. Do you support or oppose removing Ryan Field and replacing it with a new stadium in the same location?
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Evanstonians support holding 12 concerts per year (or fewer) at the stadium by a wide margin.

Stadium neighbors oppose 15 or more concerts but are fine with 12 or fewer.

For each of the following, please indicate whether you think it would be too many, too few, or about the right number of concerts per year to be held at the new Ryan Field.
Learning about MWBE benefits, zero cost to taxpayers, and economic and quality of life improvements the stadium will result in boosts support even higher.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>After Messages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Oppose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NET +27 +36
A majority think the redesign is an opportunity rather than a giveaway for the University.

Proximity to the stadium has no impact on opinions.

Which of the following do you agree with more, even if neither is exactly right?

Supporters who say the Ryan Field Rebuild will create significant economic benefits for all of Evanston and crucial revenue to help the city fund programs without raising taxes

Critics who say this is another program to benefit Northwestern which already boasts a sixteen billion dollar endowment and pays no property taxes, while inconveniencing Evanstonians in order to pay for it

Don't know